Chapter 9: Ancient America

Crossword Puzzle

Across
1. Might happen to the losing side of a Mayan ball game
3. Mayan pyramids and writing are often compared with this culture
6. How Olmec culture spread
8. Spirit worshiped by the Olmec
10. Civilization that dominated Peru's northern coast beginning A.D. 100
12. Ancient underground network
15. Chavín religious imagery was embroidered on cloth to create these
17. Agricultural technique of lowland farmers (3 words)
18. Warm rainy zones
19. Sculpture that celebrates a ruler's reign

Down
2. Mayan book
4. Peninsula of dense jungle areas
5. Type of corn
7. Type of landform that links North and South Americas
9. Symbolic pictures
11. Accurate Mayan time-keeping creation
13. Highest mountains in the Americas
14. A Mayan city-state
16. Culture that created artwork best viewed from an airplane (2 words)